
HAMBURG: Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer,
the new leader of Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
Christian Democrats, sought to bind the party
together after a divisive leadership battle by
promoting a rival’s ally to a key post yester-
day. Delegates from the Christian Democratic
Union (CDU) elected Kramp-Karrenbauer,
56, on Friday to replace Merkel as party
leader, a decision that moves her into pole
position to succeed Europe’s most influential
leader as chancellor.

Kramp-Karrenbauer, the continuity candi-
date favored by the party elite, won a narrow
victory over the more conservative Friedrich
Merz in a run-off. Health Minister Jens Spahn,
also a more conservative candidate, was
knocked out in a first round. Yesterday,
Kramp-Karrenbauer proposed Paul Ziemiak,
head of the Junge Union, the conservatives’
youth wing, to replace her as CDU secretary
general - a role in which he will organize the
party, election campaigns and congresses,
and support her.

Party delegates duly elected Ziemiak, 33,
but with just 62.8 percent of the votes cast -
a far narrower margin than the overwhelming
98.9 percent support with which Kramp-
Karrenbauer was elected to the secretary

general post in February. After the bruising
leadership election, Ziemiak and other lead-
ing CDU officials sought to rally the party.
“Now the task is to renew the party with a
clear course and clear communication,”
Ziemiak said. “Let’s believe together and let’s
win together!”

The tight nature of Ziemiak’s victory
reflected the divisions in the CDU after a
robust campaign for the leadership. Kramp-
Karrenbauer’s first job as new party leader is
to try to unite the CDU ahead of European
and regional elections in 2019. “Paul Ziemiak
is from the home region of Friedrich Merz.
He’s a close friend, from the Junge Union, of
Jens Spahn,” David McAllister, a member of
the CDU’s executive committee, told Reuters.
“So this move to choose Paul Ziemiak is a
step forward by Annegret Kramp-
Karrenbauer, trying to unite the different
camps which the endorsed the three different
candidates,” he added.

However, the move quickly drew criticism
from some. “I am not going to hide that I
would have liked a secretary general from the
east,” Ingo Senftleben, Brandenburg CDU
chief, told the NBR media group. He said
Kramp-Karrenbauer must fulfill her promise

to pay attention to the east before three state
elections there next year.

Bridge builder
Merkel needs Kramp-Karrenbauer to

unite the CDU to help steady her ruling
coalition with the center-left Social
Democratic Party (SPD) - an awkward
alliance that has come close to collapse sev-
eral times since being formed in March. After
a series of electoral setbacks, Kramp-
Karrenbauer must use her ability to reach
beyond party lines to shore up the CDU. The
party bled support to the far-right
Alternative for Germany (AfD) in last
September’s federal election and is also los-
ing support to the Greens, who are now run-
ning second in national polls behind the
Christian Democrats. In October, the CDU
lost over 10 percentage points in a state elec-
tion in Hesse. Merkel announced she would
stand down as party leader after that damag-
ing result. Kramp-Karrenbauer is a renowned
bridge-builder - a skill set that helped win
her the party leadership, and in her home
state of Saarland, where she led an experi-
mental three-way coalition with the pro-
business Free Democrats and the Greens. 

Merkel’s decision to stand down as CDU
leader is part of her slow, stage-managed exit
from politics. She wants to remain chancellor
until the next federal election, due by October
2021 and should be able to work comfortably

with Kramp-Karrenbauer. However, some
commentators have suggested that with her
preferred candidate in charge of the party,
Merkel may decide she could step down early
and leave Germany in her hands. — Reuters  
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Merkel protege seeks to unite 
CDU after leadership battle

Paul Ziemiak takes over as party secretary general

HAMBURG: German Chancellor Angela Merkel (left) bids farewell to her successor, newly-
elected leader of the Germany’s conservative Christian Democratic Union (CDU) party
Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer, at the end of the CDU congress yesterday. -—AFP 

US accuses Russia 
of lying on Syria 
attack to dent truce 
WASHINGTON: The United States and Britain accused
Russia on Friday of fabricating a story about chemical
weapons use by Syrian rebels and warned Moscow
against undermining a shaky truce. Russia’s defense min-
istry said rebels fired weapons containing chlorine on Nov
24 on the regime-held city of Aleppo, with Syrian state
media reporting that around 100 Syrians were hospital-
ized for breathing difficulties. Russia responded to the
purported attack with air raids on Idlib, the latest major
stronghold of rebels and militants battling President
Bashar al-Assad, throwing into question a truce reached
in mid-September. 

The United States said it had “credible information”
that the chlorine account was false and that Russian and
Syrian forces instead had fired tear gas. “The United
States is deeply concerned that pro-regime officials have
maintained control of the attack site in its immediate after-
math, allowing them to potentially fabricate samples and
contaminate the site before a proper investigation of it by
the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons,” State Department spokesman Robert Palladino
said in a statement.

“We caution Russia and the regime against tampering
with the suspected attack site and urge them to secure the
safety of impartial, independent inspectors so that those
responsible can be held accountable,” he said. He said that
Russia and Syria were “using it as an opportunity to
undermine confidence in the ceasefire in Idlib”. 

In a similar statement, Britain said it was “highly unlike-
ly” that chlorine or the opposition were involved in the
incident. “It is likely that this was either a staged incident
intended to frame the opposition, or an operation which
went wrong and from which Russia and the regime sought
to take advantage,” a Foreign Office spokesperson said,
also backing an investigation by the OPCW,  the interna-
tional chemical weapons watchdog. — AFP 

Six dead, dozens 
hurt in Italy 
nightclub stampede 
CORINALDO, Italy: Six people, including five
teenagers, died and 120 were injured in a stampede
when panic broke out during a rap concert at a packed
Italian nightclub early yesterday. The suspected use of
a pepper spray-like substance is thought to have
sparked the chaos at the venue in the town of
Corinaldo, near Ancona in central Italy, the fire service
said in a statement on Twitter. But carabinieri police
spokesman Cristian Carrozza later said they were still
“trying to ascertain what had caused the youths to rush
out”, adding: “There are three exits and one of these
was used.”

The victims include three girls and two boys aged
between 14 and 16 and a 39-year-old woman who
accompanied her daughter to the concert. Some 10
people are in a critical condition, doctors said, with at
least 120 injured in total. “Around 1,400 tickets were
sold for the concert and the place could only accom-
modate 870 people,” said Monica Garulli from the
prosecutor’s office in Ancona. The exit used led to a
small bridge and the car park. The force of the fleeing
crowd made a railing collapse and dozens of people
fell, crushing those at the bottom of the pile, according
to a preliminary investigation.

Grainy mobile phone footage appeared to show part
of a walkway collapsing, sending dozens of people
tumbling down. Ironically, those who remained inside
the nightclub were unharmed. “We were dancing and
waiting for the concert to start when we smelt this pun-
gent odor,” a 16-year-old boy who was taken to hospi-
tal told the media. “We ran to one of the emergency
exits but we found it blocked, the bouncers told us to
go back.” — AFP 


